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Abstract
A linear system of equations Ax D b is sign solvable if it is solvable and both its solvability
and the sign pattern of its solution vector x are uniquely determined by the sign patterns of
A and b. It was proved in [L. Bassett, J. Maybee, J. Quirk, Economitrica 36 (1968) 544–563;
R.A. Bruali, B.L. Shader, Matrices of Sign-Solvable Linear Systems, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 1995] that the sign solvability of a linear system Ax D b in standard form
and with a square coefficient matrix A can be described in terms of the signed digraph S.A/
of the matrix A with a specified vertex subset depending on the sign pattern of the vector
b. In this paper we define the notion of WC-sign solvable signed digraphs which represent
precisely the sign solvable linear systems in standard form. We give necessary and sufficient
conditions for the underlying (unsigned) digraphs of WC-sign solvable signed digraphs in
terms of forbidden subdigraphs. We also give several necessary and sufficient conditions for
strongly connected WC-sign solvable signed digraphs. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
AMS classification: 15A09; 15A48
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1. Introduction
The sign of a real number a, denoted by sgn a, is defined by
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sgn a D
8<
:
1; a > 0;
0; a D 0;
−1; a < 0:
Let A D .aij ) be a real matrix, the .0; 1;−1/ matrix sgnA D .sgn aij ) is called
the sign pattern of A. The set of real matrices with the same sign pattern as A
is called the qualitative class of A, and is denoted by Q.A/. Qualitative matrix
theory involves the study of “qualitative properties” which depend only on the
sign patterns of the matrices (and not on the magnitudes of the entries of the
matrices), that is, properties which hold for all matrices in a qualitative class of
matrices. Qualitative matrix theory has been extensively studied, see for examples,
[1–14].
A square real matrix A is called sign nonsingular (or an “SNS” matrix) if each
matrix with the same sign pattern as A is nonsingular.
A linear system of equations Ax D b (where A is an m  n real matrix and b is
an m  1 real matrix) is sign solvable provided that for each QA and Qb with sgn QA D
sgnA and sgn Qb D sgn b, the linear system QAx D Qb is solvable and all the solutions
x (with QAx D Qb for some sgn QA D sgnA and sgn Qb D sgn b/ have the same sign
pattern.
Clearly, the sign solvability of the linear system Ax D b is a qualitative property
of the augmented matrix .A; b/.
The sign solvability problem of linear systems was started in 1947 by Samuelson,
in his classical treatise Foundations of Economic Analysis. The study of this problem
has been carried on by economists, computer scientists, and mathematicians. See [2]
for a survey of work up to 1995. In this paper, we consider the linear system Ax D b
with a square coefficient matrix A, and b =D 0.
It is not hard to see that the property of the linear system Ax D b being sign
solvable is preserved under the following operations:
Permuting rows of .A; b/; (1.1)
Permuting columns of A; (1.2)
Multiplying a row (or a column) of .A; b/ by − 1: (1.3)
It is well known [1] that a necessary condition for the sign solvability of a square
linear system Ax D b is that A is an SNS matrix. Now if Ax D b satisfies this nec-
essary condition, then by successive applications of the operations (1.1)–(1.3), it can
be transformed into a form satisfying the following three conditions (see e.g. [2,
p. 56] and [9]):
aii < 0 .i D 1; : : : ; n/; (1.4)
bi 6 0 .i D 1; : : : ; n/ .where b D .b1; : : : ; bn/T/; (1.5)
Ax D b has an entrywise nonnegative solution. (1.6)
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A square linear system Ax D b is said to be in standard form if it satisfies these three
conditions (1.4)–(1.6).
A signed digraph S is a digraph where each arc of S is assigned a sign C1 or −1.
The sign of a subdigraph (for example, a path or a cycle) S1 of S is defined to be the
product of the signs of all the arcs of S1.
A vertex w in a signed digraph S is called a positive terminus of S if every path
of S terminating at w is positive. It is easy to see that w is a positive terminus of S if
and only if every path of S terminating at w contains no negative arcs.
The digraph D.A/ of a square real matrix A D .aij ) of order n is the digraph
with the vertex set V D f1; 2; : : : ; ng and arc set E D f.i; j/ j aij =D 0g. The signed
digraph S.A/ of the matrix A is obtained from the digraph D.A/ by assigning the
sign sgn aij to each arc .i; j/ in D.A/. Clearly, S.A/ completely determines the sign
pattern of A. Thus the study of the qualitative properties of A (which depend only on
the sign pattern of A) can be turned into the study of the graph theoretical properties
of the signed digraph S.A/.
The following characterizations of SNS matrices in terms of signed digraphs are
due to Bassett et al. [1].
Theorem 1.A [1]. Let A be a square real matrix with a negative main diagonal. Then
A is an SNS matrix if and only if the sign of every cycle of the signed digraph S(A) is
negative.
In view of Theorem 1.A, we make the following definition.
Definition 1.1. A signed digraph S is called an SNS signed digraph if the sign of
every cycle of S is negative.
Let Ax D b be a square linear system in standard form with b D .b1; : : : ; bn/T
and S.A/ be the signed digraph of A. Let
W D fi j 1 6 i 6 n; bi < 0g: (1.7)
Then W is also a vertex subset of the signed digraph S.A/. It is obvious that the pair
.S.A/;W/ completely determines the sign pattern of the augmented matrix .A; b/
of the linear system Ax D b, and thus completely determines the sign solvability of
the linear system Ax D b.
The following theorem, Theorem 1.B, by Bassett et al. [1] gives a characterization
of the sign solvability of the linear system Ax D b in standard form in terms of the
signed digraphs.
Theorem 1.B [1,9]. Let Ax D b be a square linear system in standard form. Let
W D fi j 1 6 i 6 n; bi < 0g be as defined in (1.7). Then Ax D b is sign solvable if
and only if the signed digraph S.A/ and its vertex subset W satisfy the following two
conditions:
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(C1) Every cycle of S.A/ is negative.
(C2) Every vertex of W is a positive terminus of S.A/.
In view of Theorem 1.B, we make the following definition.
Definition 1.2. Let S be a signed digraph and W be a nonempty vertex subset of S.
Then S is said to be WC-sign solvable if S satisfies the two conditions (C1) and (C2)
in Theorem 1.B.
Clearly, WC-sign solvable signed digraphs precisely represent the sign solvable
linear systems in standard form.
In this paper, we give several necessary and sufficient conditions for WC-sign
solvable signed digraphs and their underlying (unsigned) digraphs. In Section 2, we
consider the strongly connected case and obtain characterizations of these (signed
and unsigned) digraphs in terms of forbidden subdigraphs and rooted acyclic di-
graphs. In Section 3, we obtain characterizations of the underlying digraphs of WC-
sign solvable signed digraphs for the general (not necessarily strongly connected)
cases.
2. The strongly connected cases
In this section, we consider the characterizations of the strongly connected WC-
sign solvable signed digraphs and their underlying (unsigned) digraphs.
For a signed digraph S, we use SC to denote the spanning (unsigned) subdigraph
of S consisting of all the positive arcs of S.
If P (or C) is a path (or a cycle) of a digraph D, and x; y are two vertices on P (or
on C), then we use xPy (or xCy) to denote the subpath of P (or of C) from vertex
x to vertex y.
The following results in Theorem 2.A [2], Theorem 2.B [8] and Theorem 2.C [5]
are important and will be used in the proof of the main results of this section. The
proofs of these theorems can also be found in [2, Lemma 3.3.7, Theorem 3.3.9].
Theorem 2.A [2]. Let S be a strongly connected signed digraph. Suppose that S
contains a positive terminus, then every cycle of S contains at most one negative arc.
Theorem 2.B [8]. Let S be a strongly connected WC-sign solvable signed digraph
where W is a nonempty vertex subset of S. Then we have:
(1) SC is an acyclic digraph.
(2) jW j D 1.
Theorem 2.B tells us that, to study the WC-sign solvability for the strongly con-
nected signed digraphs, we may always assume that jW j D 1. So in this section
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Fig. 1. The digraphs of the type Dw .
we assume that W D fwg, and simply write wC-sign solvable instead of fwgC-sign
solvable.
Theorem 2.C [5]. Let S be a strongly connected signed digraph and w be a vertex of
S. Then S is a wC-sign solvable signed digraph if and only if S satisfies the following
two conditions:
(1) SC is an acyclic digraph.
(2) w is a positive terminus of S.
The digraph shown in Fig. 1 consists of a cycle C, two paths Q1 and Q2 from two
distinct vertices x1 and x2 of C to a vertex y not on C, and a (possibly empty) path
R from y to w (where xi is the unique common vertex of C and Qi .i D 1; 2/, y is
the unique common vertex of Q1 and Q2, and y is also the unique common vertex
of C [ Q1 [ Q2 and R). Such digraphs are said to be “of the type Dw”, where w is
the unique vertex with outdegree zero in it.
The following theorem gives a characterization for the underlying (unsigned) di-
graphs of strongly connected wC-sign solvable signed digraphs in terms of forbidden
subdigraphs.
Theorem 2.1. Let D be a strongly connected digraph and w be a given vertex of
D. Then there exists a wC-sign solvable signed digraph S with D as its underlying
digraph if and only if D contains no subdigraph of the type Dw (see Fig. 1, where
the unique vertex with outdegree zero in Dw is the given vertex w).
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that there exists a wC-sign solvable signed digraph S
with D as its underlying digraph and suppose on the contrary that D (and so S)
contains a subdigraph of the type Dw . Then the path in Dw (see Fig. 1)
P1 D x1Cx2 C Q2 C R
is a path from x1 to w and also
P2 D x2Cx1 C Q1 C R
is a path from x2 to w, so all the arcs of P1 and P2 are positive in S because w a
positive terminus of S. Therefore
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Fig. 2.
C D x1Cx2 C x2Cx1
is a positive cycle in S, contradicting to the wC-sign solvability of the signed
digraph S.
Sufficiency. Let D1 be the spanning subdigraph of D whose arc set is the union
of the arc sets of all the paths in D terminating at w. We show that D1 is an acyclic
digraph. Suppose not, then D1 contains a cycle C. Let P be a shortest path from C
to w, and let x be the initial vertex of P . Let .x; y/ be the arc on C with initial vertex
x. Then .x; y/ is an arc of D1, and so .x; y/ belongs to some path Q terminating
at w. Let z be the last vertex of Q on C. Then z =D x and C [ P [ zQw contains a
subdigraph of the type Dw (see Fig. 2), a contradiction. So D1 is an acyclic digraph.
Now we sign the arcs of D in such a way that all the arcs of D1 are signed positive
and all the remaining arcs of D are signed negative. Then the resulting signed digraph
S satisfies the two conditions in Theorem 2.C, and so S is a wC-sign solvable signed
digraph with D as its underlying digraph. The theorem is proved. 
The following lemma motivates the definition of rooted acyclic digraphs which
will be used in the characterizations of wC-sign solvable signed digraphs.
Lemma 2.1. Let D be an acyclic digraph and w be a vertex of D. Then the following
two conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a path from each vertex v of D to w.
(2) w is the unique vertex of D with outdegree zero.
Proof. .1/ H) .2/: For each vertex v =D w, the outdegree of v is not zero since
there exists a path from v to w by (1). Now D must contain a vertex of outdegree
zero since D is acyclic. So w is the unique vertex of D with outdegree zero.
.2/ H) .1/: Let v be an arbitrary vertex of D. Let P be a longest path with initial
vertex v. Then the terminal vertex of P must be a vertex of outdegree zero since D
is acyclic. So the terminal vertex of P is w by (2) and P is a path from v to w. 
A digraph D is called a “w-rooted acyclic digraph” if D is acyclic and D satisfies
condition (1) or (2) in Lemma 2.1.
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Using Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 we can obtain the following characteriza-
tion of strongly connected wC-sign solvable signed digraphs in terms of forbidden
subdigraphs and rooted acyclic digraphs.
Theorem 2.2. Let S be a strongly connected signed digraph and w be a given vertex
of S. Then S is wC-sign solvable if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) S contains no subdigraph of type Dw .
(2) SC is a w-rooted acyclic digraph.
(3) For each negative arc .x; y/ of S, there is a path from y to x in SC.
Proof. Necessity. (1) is implied by Theorem 2.1 and (2) is implied by Lemma 2.1.
For (3), let .x; y/ be a negative arc of S, let P be a path from y to w in SC. Then P
must pass through the vertex x since otherwise .x; y/ C P would be a negative path
terminating at w, a contradiction. Thus yPx is a path from y to x in SC.
Sufficiency. By Theorem 2.C it suffices to prove that w is a positive terminus
of S. Suppose not, then there is a negative path P terminating at w. Let .x; y/ be
a negative arc of P . Then by (3) there is a path Q from y to x in SC, and then
C D .x; y/ C Q is a cycle in S. By (2) there is a path R from x to w in SC. Then
x is the unique common vertex of the path R and the cycle C since SC is acyclic.
Now C [ R [ yPw contains a subdigraph of type Dw , contradicting to (1). This
completes the proof of the theorem. 
The following theorem gives another characterization of strongly connected wC-
sign solvable signed digraphs.
Theorem 2.3. Let S be a strongly connected signed digraph and w be a given vertex
of S. Then S is wC-sign solvable if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) S contains no subdigraph of type Dw .
(2) For each vertex v of SC, there is a path from v to w in SC.
(3) Every cycle of S contains exactly one negative arc.
Proof. Necessity. (1) follows from Theorem 2.1, (2) follows from the wC-sign solv-
ability and the strong connectedness of S, while (3) follows from Theorem 2.A.
Sufficiency. It is obvious that (2) and (3) imply condition (2) of Theorem 2.2,
and so it suffices to verify condition (3) of Theorem 2.2. Let .x; y/ be a negative
arc of S, and P be a path from y to x in S (since S is strongly connected). Then
C D .x; y/ C P is a cycle of S. By condition (3) of this theorem, C contains an
unique negative arc—the arc .x; y/. So P is a path from y to x in SC. Thus S satisfies
all the three conditions of Theorem 2.2, and so S is wC-sign solvable. 
For the linear system Ax D b, if we only assume that A is a square matrix with
a negative main diagonal and b 6 0 (instead of assuming that Ax D b is in standard
form), then in the case when A is fully indecomposable (this is equivalent to the
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condition that the digraph D.A/ of A is strongly connected), we can also obtain
the following characterization of the sign solvability of the linear system Ax D b in
terms of SNS matrices and forbidden subdigraphs of the digraph D.A/ of A.
Theorem 2.4. Let Ax D b be a linear system, where A is a square real matrix of
order n with a negative main diagonal, b is an n  1 real matrix with b 6 0 and
b =D 0. Write W D fi j 1 6 i 6 n; bi < 0g as in (1.7). Suppose that the matrix A is
fully indecomposable. Then Ax D b is sign solvable if and only if it satisfies the
following two conditions:
(1) A is an SNS matrix.
(2) jW j D 1, and the digraph D.A/ of A contains no subdigraph of type Dw (where
W D fwg).
Proof. Necessity. (1) is a well-known necessary condition [1] for the sign solvability
of the linear system Ax D b. Now we prove (2). Since Ax D b is sign solvable and
A has a negative main diagonal and b 6 0, there exists a diagonal matrix D of order
n with diagonal entries in f1;−1g such that the new linear system .DAD/y D b is
in standard form and is also sign solvable (see [2, p. 56]). So by Theorem 1.B the
signed digraph S.DAD/ (of the matrix DAD) is WC-sign solvable. Now the two
signed digraphs S.A/ and S.DAD/ have the same underlying digraph D.A/ which
is strongly connected, so S.DAD/ is a strongly connected WC-sign solvable signed
digraph. Thus (2) follows from Theorem 2.B and Theorem 2.1.
Sufficiency. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is a .0; 1;−1/ ma-
trix. By condition (2) and the strong connectedness of D.A/ (which is equivalent
to the full indecomposability of A), we know that there exists a wC-sign solvable
signed digraph S1 with D.A/ as its underlying digraph (Theorem 2.1). Let A1 be a
.0; 1;−1/ matrix with a negative main diagonal such that its signed digraph S.A1/ is
equal to S1. Then A and A1 have the same zero pattern (since S.A/ and S.A1/ have
the same underlying digraph D.A/), and both A and A1 are fully indecomposable
.0; 1;−1/ SNS matrices. So by [2, Theorem 6.1.3] there exist diagonal matrices D
and E with diagonal entries in f1;−1g such that A D DA1E. Since both A and A1
have the negative main diagonals, we have D D E, and so A D DA1D. By suitably
choosing D or −D we may assume that the diagonal entry of D corresponding to
the vertex w is 1. Thus we also have Db D b.
Now the linear system A1y D b is sign solvable since the signed digraph S.A1)
is wC-sign solvable (see e.g. [1] and [2, Theorem 3.3.2]). So the linear system
(DA1D/x D Db is also sign solvable and therefore Ax D b is sign solvable. 
3. The general cases
In this section, we consider the characterizations of the underlying digraphs of
WC-sign solvable signed digraphs for the general cases where the digraphs under
consideration are not necessarily strongly connected.
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Let D be a digraph and W be a nonempty vertex subset of D. Let
V .W/ D fv 2 V .D/ j there is a path from v to some vertex of W g
and let D.W/ be the subdigraph of D induced by the vertex subset V .W/. Suppose
S is a signed digraph with D as its underlying digraph and S.W/ be the signed
subdigraph of S induced by the vertex subset V .W/. Then it is not hard to see that S
is WC-sign solvable if and only if S.W/ is WC-sign solvable and all the strong com-
ponents of S not contained in S.W/ are SNS signed digraphs. In view of this, we may
first assume that S D S.W/ in the study of WC-sign solvability of the signed digraph
S. Consequently we may make the following assumption, (A.1), for the underlying
digraph D of S:
(A.1) D D D.W/. Or equivalently, for each vertex v of D, there is a path from v to
some vertex of W .
From Theorem 2.B we know that if S is a WC-sign solvable signed digraph, then
each strong component of S contains at most one vertex in W . Therefore we may
make the following assumption, (A.2), for the underlying digraph D of S.
(A.2) Each strong component of D contains at most one vertex of W .
According to assumption (A.2), we further introduce the following notations as
our assumption (A.3).
(A.3) Let D1; : : : ;Dr be all the strong components of D containing a vertex in
W , say wi 2 W \ V .Di/ .i D 1; : : : ; r/, and DrC1; : : : ;Dk be all the strong
components of D containing no vertex in W . Thus we have
W D fw1; : : : ; wr g:
The following theorem, Theorem 3.1, gives two characterizations for the under-
lying digraphs of the WC-sign solvable signed digraphs which are not necessarily
strongly connected. We would like to point out that the ideas of condition (2B) in
Theorem 3.1 are essentially contained in Manber’s paper [9], and can also be found
in Section 3.3 of the book by Brualdi and Shader [2], while conditions (2A) and (3A)
in Theorem 3.1 are conditions of the “forbidden subdigraphs” type which are similar
to the conditions given in Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let D be a digraph and W be a nonempty vertex subset of D. Sup-
pose D and W satisfy the above assumptions (A.1)–(A.3). Then the following three
conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a WC-sign solvable signed digraph S with D as its underlying
digraph.
(2) D satisfies the following two conditions (2A) and (2B):
(2A) D contains no subdigraph of type Dw (as in Fig. 1) for any vertex w in W .
(2B) For each strong component Di .i D 1; : : : ; k/ of D, there is a vertex vi in Di
with vi D wi for 1 6 i 6 r , such that all arcs in D leaving the component Di
start from vi .i D 1; : : : ; k/.
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(3) For each strong component Di .i D 1; : : : ; k/ of D, there is a vertex vi in Di
with vi D wi for 1 6 i 6 r , such that the following two conditions, (3A) and
(3B), are satisfied:
(3A) Di contains no subdigraph of type Dvi .i D 1; : : : ; k/
(where Dvi is a digraph of type Dw (as in Fig. 1) with w replaced by vi ).
(3B) All arcs in D leaving the component Di start from vi .i D 1; : : : ; k/.
Proof. .1/ H) .2/: .1/ H) .2A) can be proved by using the same arguments as
the necessity part of Theorem 2.1. We now prove that .1/ H) .2B).
Let S be a WC-sign solvable signed digraph with D as its underlying digraph.
For 1 6 i 6 k, let Si be the signed subdigraph of S whose underlying digraph is the
strong component Di of D.
For an index i with 1 6 i 6 k, suppose .x; y/ is an arc of S leaving the strong
componentSi (where x 2 V .Si/ and y 62 V .Si/). Let R be any path in the component
Si terminating at x. By assumption (A.1), there exists a path Q from y to some
vertex w in W . Then R C .x; y/ C Q is a path (since y 62 V .Si/ and Si is a strong
component of S) in S terminating at w and so all of its arcs are positive (by the WC-
sign solvability of S). Therefore R must be a positive path and thus x is a positive
terminus of the signed digraph Si .
Now for any index i with r C 1 6 i 6 k, there exists an arc .xi; yi/ in S leaving
the strong component Si since there is a path from Si to some vertex in W (by
assumption (A.1)) and Si contains no vertex in W (by assumption (A.3)). We fix
such an arc .xi; yi/ for each i with r C 1 6 i 6 k and then take
vi D

wi; 1 6 i 6 r;
xi; r C 1 6 i 6 k:
Then by the above arguments we know that each vi is a positive terminus of the
signed digraph Si .
Now let .x; y/ be an arbitrary arc in D leaving the component Di . Then by
the above arguments x must be a positive terminus of Si . Thus both x and vi
are positive terminius of Si and so we must have x D vi by the uniqueness of
the positive terminus of the strongly connected vCi -sign solvable signed digraph
Si (Theorem 2.B). This proves that all arcs in D leaving the component Di
start from the vertex vi .
.2/ H) .3/: Let vi be the vertex in Di satisfying condition (2B) .i D 1; : : : ; k/.
Then clearly this vertex vi satisfies condition (3B). We claim that this vertex vi also
satisfies condition (3A).
Suppose to the contrary that some Di contains a subdigraph F of type Dvi . Then
vi 62 W , by condition (2A), and so r C 1 6 i 6 k. By assumption (A.1) there exists
a path P from vi to some vertex w in W . Then any internal vertex y of P is not in
Di (hence not in F ). For otherwise the subpath yPw must pass through the vertex
vi again by the fact w 62 V .Di/ and condition (2B). Thus vi will appear in P twice,
a contradiction. So vi is the unique common vertex of the subdigraph F and the
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path P , and thus the union of F and P is a subdigraph of type Dw , contradicting to
condition (2A).
.3/ H) .1/: We sign the arcs of D in such a way that:
(i) Each strong component Di .i D 1; : : : ; k/ is signed to be a vCi -sign solvable
signed digraph Si . (This can be done by using Theorem 2.1 and condition (3A).)
(ii) Every arc with two ends in different strong components of D is signed positive.
We claim that the resulting signed digraph S is a WC-sign solvable signed
digraph.
First, every cycle of S is negative since any cycle of S is contained in some strong
component Si of S and Si is a vCi -sign solvable signed digraph by (i).
Next we show that every vertex w in W is a positive terminus of S. Let P be an
arbitrary path in S from some vertex y0 to a vertex w in W . Then P can be written
as
P D y0Px1 C .x1; y1/ C y1Px2 C    C .xq; yq/ C yqPw;
where each subpath yiPxiC1 .i D 0; : : : ; q − 1/ and the subpath yqPw is contained
in one strong component, while xi and yi are in different strong components of S.
Now by (ii), all arcs .xi; yi/ .i D 1; : : : ; q/ are positive. By condition (3B) and (i),
all the paths yiPxiC1 .i D 0; : : : ; q − 1/ and the path yqPw are also positive. So the
path P is positive and thus w is a positive terminus of S. Therefore S is a WC-sign
solvable signed digraph with D as its underlying digraph. 
Seymour and Thomassen [11] proved that a digraph D is the underlying digraph
of some SNS signed digraph if and only if D contains no “weak odd double-cycle”,
where the “k-double-cycle” Ck is the symmetric digraph associated with the undi-
rected cycle Ck , a “weak k-double-cycle” is obtained from Ck by possibly splitting
some vertices up and possibly subdividing some arcs, and a “weak odd double-cycle”
is a weak k-double-cycle for some odd k (see [11] for more details).
Combining Theorem 3.1 and the above mentioned results of [11], we can obtain
the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let D be a digraph and W be a nonempty vertex subset of D. Let
D.W/ be the subdigraph of D induced by the vertex subset V .W/ (as defined at the
beginning of this section). Then there exists a WC-sign solvable signed digraph S
with D as its underlying digraph if and only if D satisfies the following two condi-
tions:
(1) The subdigraph D.W/ satisfies condition (2) or condition (3) in Theorem 3.1.
(2) All the strong components of D not contained in D.W/ contains no weak odd
double-cycle.
For the characterizations of the WC-sign solvable signed digraphs in general (not
necessarily strongly connected) cases, the readers are refered to Section 3.3 of the
book by Brualdi and Shader [2] for detailed discussions.
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